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Los Angeles Limousine Leader Outpaces The Competition
LOS ANGELES - Sept. 16, 2015 - PRLog -- LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA - For 41 years, American
Limos has continually bolstered its reputation as one of the most reputable and reliable limousine services
in the greater Los Angeles area, with a top-end fleet of luxury limousines available at affordable prices.
Recently, however, American Limos decided to widen the gap between themselves and their competition
even further, overhauling their website with a clean design and faster loading times, and adding the new
MKS and MKZ Lincoln Limousines to their already-stellar fleet.
"While most companies in our position would be content to rest on their laurels, we feel our customers rely
on us to be the best," says Robert Singleton of American Limos, in regards to their recent additions. "In
order to be the best, you have to constantly strive to be the best. Our goal is for no other limousine company
in Los Angeles to eclipse what we provide - in terms of service, convenience, value, and luxury - and in
order for this to be the case, we know we need to continually grow and improve."
Not only has American Limos expanded their fleet and improved their website, but they have added new,
lower prices along the way, in an effort to increase the level of "value" customers can expect from their
limousine service.
While there are many limousine companies to choose from in the entertainment capital of America, there is
a reason why American Limos has been considered one of the premier names in the business for over 40
years. With these newest changes, American Limos has widened the gap even further between themselves
and their competition, ensuring that they are truly the name to trust in Los Angeles Limousine service.
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